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Sugar-Sweetened Beverage Tax: The Authors Reply

A study using manufacturing data showed that sales of sugar-sweetened beverages in Mexico fell 7.3 percent on average two years after the tax was implemented, compared to the period 2007–13. These results align with those in our article (Mar 2017), which estimated changes in beverage purchases in a representative sample of urban households, and illustrate the robustness of our findings.

Both studies adjusted for time-varying factors that were associated with beverage purchases or sales but independent of the tax. Both papers examined per capita measures and controlled for economic factors.

Beverage industry statistics fail to account for population or economic growth and are misleading.

Given the strong evidence linking sugar-sweetened beverage consumption with weight gain and chronic diseases such as diabetes, reductions in the beverages’ purchases are expected to lead to health improvements. The data in our study are for only two years. The obesity epidemic will take decades to slow down, stop, and finally reverse itself, but other benefits might be seen sooner. Over ten years, Mexico’s tax is estimated to prevent 189,300 diabetes cases, 20,400 heart attacks or strokes, and 18,900 deaths among Mexican adults ages 35–94, generating significant health care savings.
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